Amish Homecoming: Hannah's Baby: Amish Romance (Amish Homecomings Book 1)
Hannah comes home from her rumspringa with a few surprises. Will her family and friends be as welcoming as she needs them to be? Can she accept what God’s plan for her life is?

**Customer Reviews**

Hannah and her friend go on dumplings and get a job in a bakery with another friend that lives in the city. Hannah falls for the first guy who pays attention to her and ends up pregnant. They are supposed to stay for a year, but after she finds out he was only using her they get bus tickets and head back home. You need to read the book to see what happens to Hannah when she gets home. 5+ stars

Let’s see....Amish girl goes to city, man asks her on date, she sleeps with him first and only date, gets pregnant, goes back to Amish city within the month, marries her old boyfriend. Literally, a few chapters, and that’s all it said. What a waste.

Hannah’s experiences in the big city teach her a painful lesson about life, choices, and
consequences. She also learns about true love when she returns home expecting a baby. Her family, friends, and especially her former boyfriend are very supportive. This is a short book written by an author who I hope to read more.
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